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Preface
The aim of The Cambridge Companion to Rossini is to present a series of essays providing a rounded and informed view of Rossini's works. The book is divided into four sections. The first, 'Biography and reception' , opens with a chapter by Richard Osborne in which the main events of Rossini's life are not only situated historically, but also explored psychologically in terms of the composer's character and outlook; his activities other than musical composition receive special attention, as does the contentious issue of his early 'retirement' from the operatic agon and its possible connection to his physical and mental health. In 'Rossini and France' Benjamin Walton probes the relationship between Rossini and his 'other' country, where he spent a significant part of his life and on whose music and culture he had an enormous influence. Charles S. Brauner charts the reappearance of Rossini's operas on the stage in the last fifty years and their increased presence in histories of music and opera, advancing some hypotheses on the reasons of this ongoing Renaissance. The second part, 'Words and music' , approaches Rossini's oeuvre from a number of historical and analytical standpoints. Paolo Fabbri presents Rossini's librettists, charts their relationship with the composer, and introduces the sources, language and structure of the librettos, which differ significantly between Italian and French works. Presenting a wealth of newly discovered materials, Philip Gossett illustrates Rossini's working methods, paying particular attention to compositional revisions and placing his practice of self-borrowing in the context of operatic conventions. Marco Beghelli's chapter on the dramaturgy of the operas answers the crucial question 'how is a Rossini opera made?' , considering not only the formal construction of single numbers and the logic of their succession, but also their dramaturgical implications and functions. In the next chapter Damien Colas analyses Rossini's melodies as rhetorical utterances, demonstrating the integral rôle of ornamentation in their construction and signification, and suggesting how a singer who wants to ornament a melodic line according to contemporary practice should proceed. Richard Osborne's intriguing proposal that 'there was always something of the court composer about Rossini' introduces a survey of the composer's non-operatic works, from the early sonate a quattro to the Petite messe solennelle, including the occasional cantatas of the Italian years and the piano music and songs from his 'retirement' . [xi] www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press
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Part III comprises three chapters that introduce in detail four operas, chosen for their historical importance and/or privileged position in the repertoire. Heather Hadlock discusses the opere serie Tancredi and Semiramide, Rossini's earliest theatrical success and his most influential mature Italian work; Janet Johnson deals with his most famous comic opera, Il barbiere di Siviglia; and Cormac Newark presents Guillaume Tell, his last opera and most important French work. Each chapter discusses the historical and biographical background of the operas and pays particular attention to their literary sources. A recurring theme is the dialectical relationship between the conventions of a given operatic genre and Rossini's innovations, which in turn modify generic expectations.
Finally, Part IV, 'Performance' , focuses on the history of Rossini's operas from the point of view of singing and staging, and on the enterprise of critically editing these works -undoubtedly a major influence on contemporary performance practice. In 'Singing Rossini' Leonella Grasso Caprioli presents the composer's ideas on and attitudes towards the theory and practice of singing as an entry into his operatic aesthetics; she emphasises the crucial rôle that some singers had in shaping both the music and the dramatic profile of the operas they premièred, and also in promoting a Rossinian singing ideal through their pedagogical activities. Mercedes Viale Ferrero gives a brief history of 'staging Rossini' , explaining practices in Italy and France in the early nineteenth century and introducing the most important designers who first staged Rossini's operas. Finally, Patricia B. Brauner charts the process of editing an opera for the complete critical edition (in press with the Fondazione Rossini), from tracing and selecting the sources to preparing the score for the final printing; moreover, she discusses in fascinating detail a few specific editorial cases.
The community of Rossini scholars is an eminently international one, and this characteristic is reflected in the list of contributors to the present volume, which includes American, British, French and Italian authors: some are familiar and experienced Rossinians; others are well-established authorities in related topics who newly bring their unique insights to bear upon Rossinian matters; others are younger, up-and-coming scholars. I am grateful to them all, especially those who have had to wait longest to see their chapters in print. I am also grateful to the Faculty of Music, University of Oxford, and to St Hugh's College for grants towards meeting the cost of translation, and to the team of translators, who are all scholars in their own right: Laura Basini, Cormac Newark (who, beside writing the chapter on Tell, also helped with last-minute editing) and Rosa Solinas. I would also like to thank Marco Beghelli, Mauro Bucarelli, Stefano Castelvecchi, Paolo Fabbri, Philip Gossett, Roger Parker and especially Mercedes Viale Ferrero for their suggestions and practical help in planning the volume and bringing
